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Let a be a C*-algebra with identity I and let / be a positive

functional on ft. If L(f) is the closed left ideal in Q defined by

{AE&\f(A*A) =0}i we may define two norms on the left Q-

module a-L(f): (1) \\a-L(f)\\i=f(A*Ayi\ and (2) \\A-L(f)\\2
= inf{||^-X|| \KEL(f)}. The completion H(f) of «-!(/) under
the first norm is a Hilbert space. The inner product on H(f) is the

extension of (A -L(f), B-L(f)) =f(B*A) to H(f). The algebra a
can be represented as a C*-algebra on the Hilbert space H(f). The

operator $f(A) (A Ed) on H(f) is the extension of

*f(A)(B - L(f)) = AB- L(f)    to    H(f).

The homomorphism 4>/ of (2 into the algebra of bounded linear op-

erators on H(f) is called the canonical representation of Q, on H(f)

induced by /. Under the second norm Q — L(f) is a Banach space

which we shall denote by X(f).

The two norms are related by the inequality

\\A-L(f)\\i^f(iy>2\\A-L(f)\\2,

for all A in a. Thus the map A -L(f)-*A -L(f) of X(f) into H(f)
is continuous. If Q—L(f) is complete under the first norm (i.e. if

H(f) = d — L(f)), there is a bicontinuous isomorphism of H(f) onto

X(f). In this case we say H(f) is equivalent to X(f) and write H(f)

~X(f). If H(f) is equivalent of X(f), there is a /3>0 such that

\\A - L(f)\\i ^f(I)lli\\A - L(f)\\2 :£ /S/(/),/J|M - L(/)||i,

for all A in a.
Kadison [2] showed that H(f)~X(f) for every irreducible func-

tional/ on a. In the present paper we prove that H(f)~X(f) if and

only if / is the finite sum of irreducible functionals.

Proposition 1. Let CL be a C*-algebra with identity I and let gi, g2,

■ ■ ■ , gn be irreducible functionals on ft. If f= E{g/> 1=J = W}> we

have X{f)~H(f).

Proof. We divide the proof into three parts.
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I. Suppose L(gk) does not contain the left ideal CI,-** L(gj) for each

k = l, 2, ■ ■ • , n. There is a Bc in [\ptk L(g}) such that Bk^L(gk)

for each k = l, 2, • • • , n. We have Bk—L(gk) is not zero in H(gk).

Because 3>Bit(Ct) is irreducible on H(gk) there is an element Rk in A

such that I-L(gk)=$ak(Rk)(Bk-L(gk))=RkBk-L(gk). We have

P*PfcGfi,-*i L(gj). So there is no loss of generality in assuming Bk

= 1 (mod L(gk)) for each k — 1, 2, • • ■ , n.

We now show d — L(f) is complete under the norm ||-[|i. Let

[Am — L(f)} be a Cauchy sequence in H(f). Then

lim/((4m - Ap)*(Am - AP)) = 0.
m,j>

Therefore,

lim gj((Am — AP)*(Am — Ap)) =0        for j = 1, 2, • • • , n.
m,p

Since X(gj)~H(gj), there is a C, in ft such that

lim ^((^m - C,)*(Am - Cj)) =0        (lgjg «).

Let P= X"-i Cy-8/- We claim D-L(f) is the limit of (Am-L(f)) in
.Pf(f). Indeed, we have

lim/(Um - D)*(Am -D))  = X lim &(U» - P)*(4m - D))
m 5=1    m

= E lim & (/^L - E C4Pt) (jm - 2 CkBk\\

= Z lim &((ii» - C,)*(^U - Q) = 0,
y-i   »>

since

&(^- - Z CkBk\ (a„ - Z CkBkX\

= fo((i4„. - CjBj)*(Am - CjB,)).

This proves our claim. Hence, in case I we have X(f)~H(f).

II. Now let h be a positive functional on a such that X(h)~H(h).

Let g be a second positive functional with L(g)^)L(h). We have

X(g+h)~H(g+h). Indeed, let /?>0 be a scalar with the property

h(A*A) ^ h(I) inf{|| A - P||2| P G L(h)} ^ (3h(I)h(A*A),

for all A in a. Then we have for all A in Q, that
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h(A*A) + g(A*A) g (h(I) + g(I)) ■mf{\\A-K\\'\KEL(g + h)}

= (h(I) + g(I)) -mi{\\A - K\\*\KGL(h)}

^ P(h(I) + g(I))h(A*A)

^ KKI) + g(I))(h(A*A) + g(A*A)),

because L(g+h)=L(£)C\L(h)=L(h). So X(g+h)~H(g+h).
III. We are now ready to prove Proposition 1 by induction on the

number n of irreducible functionals which appear in the sum expres-

sion for /.

Let w = 2; consider the left ideals P(gi) and P(g2). If P(gi)DP(g2)

or P(g2)DP(gi), we may apply part II to obtain X(gi+g2)~Pr(g14-g2).

If, on the other hand, neither P(gi)DP(g2) nor P(g2)Z)L(gi) is true,

we may apply part I to obtain X(gi-r-g2)~P(gi+g2).

Let us assume that for any k<n the sum h of k irreducible func-

tionals has the desired property X(h)~H(h). Let us show that

f = gi+g2+ • • • +gn satisfies X(f)~H(f) if the functionals g, axe

irreducible. We have either

(a) P(g*^rViP(gy) for k = l, 2, • • ■ , n or
(b) there is a k, l^k^n, with

L(gk) D n  Lfa).

In case (a) the proof follows from part I. The induction hypothesis

does not come into play. In case (b) we have gi+ • • • +g,t_i-|-gs-+i

+ ■ • • +gn = h has the property X(h)~H(h) by the induction hy-

pothesis. Also P(g*)DPW=/V*P(g/). By part II, X(f) =X(h+gk)
~H(h+gk)=H(f). Q.E.D.

The converse to Proposition 1 is contained in Proposition 2. We

prove a preliminary lemma to clarify the meaning of equivalence

between H(f) and X(f).

Lemma 1. Let Q, be a C*-algebra with identity I and let f be a positive

functional on Q, such that H(f)~X(f). The canonical representation

$ = $/ of Q, on H(f) induced by f produces an algebra <I>(a) whose com-

mutator $(ft)' on H(f) has the following property: if F' is a nonzero

projection in <t>(ffi)' then F' majorizes a minimal projection E' of <£(a)'.

Proof. We may assume that$(a)' does not consist of scalar multi-

ples of the identity. Let P' be a nonzero projection in <i>(a)'. There

is no loss of generality in assuming F't^I. Let G' = I — F' and let

L={AEa\A-L(f)EG'(H(f))}. We have LDL(f) and L-L(f)
= G'(H(f)) because H(f)~X(f). We prove L is a closed left ideal in a.
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Indeed, L is obviously a linear manifold in a. If A E <$>, B EL, we have

AB-L(f) =HA)(B-L(f))

= HA)G'(B - L(f)) = G'(AB - L(f)).

Thus, ABEL and L is a left ideal. If {A„} is a sequence of elements

in L and if limn An =A, we have

G'(^t - L(f)) = G' (\im(An - L(f)))

= lim G'(An - L(f)) = lim An - L(/) = A - L(f).
n n

This shows that L is a closed set in a and hence I is a closed left

ideal in a. Because IEL, L is a proper ideal.

There is a maximal left ideal Pi in a such that POP. Consider

the set Li — L(f) in H(f). This set is obviously a linear manifold in-

variant under <i>(a). By the equivalence of H(f) and X(f) and by the

fact that Ii is closed in a, we have that Li—L(f) is a closed subspace

in H(f). Let E[ be the projection on H(f) corresponding to Li — L(f).

Because Li — L(f) is invariant under f>(a), we have that E[ is a mem-

ber of $(a)'.

We have that E[G'(A -L(f)) = E[(B -L(f)) = B -L(f) = G'(A -L(f))
where BEL. Thus, E'^G' or equivalently E' = I — E[^LF'. Since

iGli. Pi is not the identity operator P on H(f). It is therefore suffi-

cient to show that the nonzero projection E' is a minimal projection

in $(a)'. We suppose E' is not minimal in $(a)' and obtain a con-

tradiction. If £21 E'3 are nonzero orthogonal projections in $(a)'

such that E'=E'2+E'3, we have F>E'2+E[>E[. The set P2

= {^Ga|^-P(/)G(Pi+p2)(-fKj")) is a proper closed left ideal con-

taining Pi but not equal to Pi. This follows from the previous work.

Since Pi is a maximal ideal, this is impossible. Therefore, E' is indeed

a minimal projection. Q.E.D.

Proposition 2. Let & be a C*-algebra with identity I and let f be a

positive functional on a such that H(f)~X(f). Then f is the sum of a

finite number of irreducible functionals.

Proof. Let $=$/ be the canonical representation of a on H(f)

induced by/. Let JPi} be a maximal orthogonal set of minimal pro-

jections in <l>(a)'. Since every nonzero projection in 3>(a)' majorizes

a minimal projection, we have that the least upper bound of the set

{E'n} is I'=<£>(!). The vector I — L(f) is cyclic under 3>(a) and,

therefore, I — L(f) is a separating vector for$(a)'. This implies that
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|P„} is a sequence. We have that the functional / is the weak limit

of functionals /„, » = 1, 2, • • • , where

/» =  Z {wj5,-'(r-L(/-»-*| 1 £j ^ n\.

Weshall prove thateachgy = WBJ.'(7_£(/))-$,j = l, 2, • • •, is irreducible

and that for some integer N, 0 =/V =/y+i = • • • =fN+k for all & > 0.

We first prove that ws'a-L(f))- $ = gis irreducible whenever E' is

a minimal projection in $(&)'. Let L be the closed left ideal in &

given by L= {AEQ,\ A-L(f)E(I~E') (H(f))}. Since E' is a minimal
projection, the ideal L is a maximal left ideal in Ct. We have that

PC 1(g) and so L = L(g). There is an irreducible functional g' such

that L = L(g'). For all A in ffi we have

gU*,4) ^ g(/) inf {|| 4 - P||21 K E L(g) \

=£ g(I)mf{\\A - P||2| PG L(g')\ g c*g(/)g'(4M),

for some fixed scalar a>0. Since g(Pj7^0, there is /3>0 such that

pg'(A) =g(A) for all A in d. This shows that g is irreducible on a.

To complete the proof we assume that the sequence |Pn} is not

finite and arrive at a contradiction. Let

P„' (/ - L(f)) = P„ - L(f)       for each n = 1, 2, • • • .

Here P„GCL We have

Pn - L(f) = El (En - L(f)) = El ($(P„)(I - UJ))

= HEn)[El(I - L(f))]

= HEn)[En - L(f)\ = El - L(f).

Thus, for each n we have En—E2nEL(f). Now let a>0 be a scalar

such that for all A Ed we have

inf{|| A - K\\ I P G M/)} ^ a1'2/^*^)1'2.

We have

||P„ - L(f)\\\ g af(E*nEn) = a(P„ - £-(/), P„ - !(/)),       for all n.

Since

+ • > /(i) = l|i - i(/)l|i =  E a.' (i -1(/))
n 1

= Z \\El (I - L(/))||! = £ ||Pn - L(/)||l,
n n

we have
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lim||Pn-P(/)||i = 0
n

and thus

lim ||En - L(J)\\\ g «lim ||£» - L(f)\\\ = 0.
n n

Because L(g„)Z)L(f), we have that

inf{||ft - K\\\KE L(gn)} g ||ft - L(/)||i       for each w.

So   lim»(inf{||£»-X|| |^Gi(g-)})=0.   But

*.((/ - £„)*(! - ft)) = (*(/ - ft)(ft - L(f)),

*(/  -   Pn)(Pn  -  L(f))   =   (ft - ft" - P(/),  ft - ft*  -  L(/))
= 0.

So I — EnEL(gn). However, if

hf{||ft - K\\ | tf G I(g„)} = inf{||l -K\\\KE L(gn)} < 1,

we would be able to find an element K in L(gn) such that ||l — K\\ < 1.

This means that AT has an inverse. This is impossible and so we have

obtained a contradiction to lim„ inf{P„—IC| K~EL(g„)} =0. Thus,

there are only a finite number of nonzero E'n. Q.E.D.

Let a be a C*-algebra on a Hilbert space H. A vector heEH will

be called strictly cyclic under a if and only if the set {^4&0|.4Ga}

is equal to H. Then the preceding theorems may be rephrased to give

the theorem:

Let / be a positive functional on a C*-algebra a and let $ be the

canonical representation of a on H(f) induced by/. Then H(f) has a

strictly cyclic vector under <t>(a) if and only if / is equal to a finite

sum of irreducible functionals on a.

If/ is a positive functional on a such that H(f)~X(f), then/ = gi

+g2+ • • • +gn where gi, g2, ■ ■ • , gn are irreducible functionals on

A. The canonical representations *ffj of A on H(gj) induced by gj

(1 ^j^n) are determined by/ up to unitary equivalence.

Proposition 3. Let gi, g2, ■ • ■ , gn and g[, g2, • ■ • , g'm be two sets of

irreducible functionals on A; if y^"_, g,= 23jLi g's, there is for each gj

a scalar a>0, and an index k (l^k^m) such that agj(U*A U) =g't(A)

for all A in a.

Proof. We let /= E{g;|l^i^«} = Sffol1^'^**}- Let ,3>0
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be a scalar such that ||^ -L(f)\\l^\3f(A*A) for all A in a. We have
that L(gj)'Z)L(f), and therefore

gj(A*A) g gl(I) inf {|M - K\Y\ K E P(&)}

^ fo(i) infJlU - JC||«| KE L(f)} £ Pgj(I)f(A*A),

for all A in a. Let $> be the canonical representation of a on IP(f)

induced by/. There is an .4' in 4>(a)' such that

&(4) = (1>(A)A'(l - !(/)), 4'(7 - !(/)),

for all ^ in a. Let A'(I-L(f))=B-L(f), where PGa. Then gj(A)

=f(B*AB) for all A in a. Since g,^0, there is an index k (l^k^m)

such that gj(P*P) ^0. By a theorem of Glimm and Kadison [l ] there

is a unitary operator U in a and a scalar 7>0 such that ygk(U*- U)

= g't(B*-B). Since &(4M) =/(S*4*;4.B)g7g*(tf*4M U), for all 4
in a, there is an a>0 such that gj(A) =ag't(U*A U), for all ^4Ga.

This completes the proof.
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